We investigated a simple and fast epitaxial lift-off (ELO) method that uses a stress originating from a Cr/Au (500/3000 Å) bilayer on a 125-μm-thick flexible substrate. The Cr/Au bilayer is prepared by reactive DC-sputtering magnetron equipment (SME-200J), and its induced-stress makes the transfer of epilayer to a flexible substrate easier owing to an inward diffusion of the etchant during ELO process.
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It is worth noting that a moderate metal stress is helpful to transfer the epilayer to a flexible substrate fast and intactly. In general, the stress of sputtered thin film can be controlled upon change of sputtering conditions such as power and pressure 1 .
In order to investigate the stress of Cr/Au bilayer, a 500 Å-thick Cr layer was sputtered on Si substrate with different powers while keeping an Ar gas pressure constant. The stress of as-deposited metal was characterized by using a stress measurement system (FSM 500TC). 
Characterization of p-ohmic contact resistance
The absence of an HF-resistant p-ohmic contact with low contact resistance is a major obstacle to fabricate a highly efficient n-on-p GaAs thin-film solar cell. In this study, the HF-resistant metal combination of AuBe/Pt/Au was suggested and characterized by a contact resistivity as low as The 6 separated measurements using a probe station (Summit11741B) are performed. The measured CTLM data can be transformed into linear relationship via correction factors from which more accurate contact resistivity is extracted 4 . Table 2 shows the correction factors for 6 different interval spacing 
